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Abstract—Over-segmenting a video into supervoxels has strong potential to reduce the complexity of downstream computer vision

applications. Content-sensitive supervoxels (CSSs) are typically smaller in content-dense regions (i.e., with high variation of

appearance and/or motion) and larger in content-sparse regions. In this paper, we propose to compute feature-aware CSSs (FCSSs)

that are regularly shaped 3D primitive volumes well aligned with local object/region/motion boundaries in video. To compute FCSSs, we

map a video to a 3D manifold embedded in a combined color and spatiotemporal space, in which the volume elements of video

manifold give a good measure of the video content density. Then any uniform tessellation on video manifold can induce CSS in the

video. Our idea is that among all possible uniform tessellations on the video manifold, FCSS finds one whose cell boundaries well align

with local video boundaries. To achieve this goal, we propose a novel restricted centroidal Voronoi tessellation method that

simultaneously minimizes the tessellation energy (leading to uniform cells in the tessellation) and maximizes the average boundary

distance (leading to good local feature alignment). Theoretically our method has an optimal competitive ratio Oð1Þ, and its time and

space complexities areOðNKÞ and OðN þKÞ for computingK supervoxels in anN-voxel video. We also present a simple extension of

FCSS to streaming FCSS for processing long videos that cannot be loaded into main memory at once. We evaluate FCSS, streaming

FCSS and ten representative supervoxel methods on four video datasets and two novel video applications. The results show that our

method simultaneously achieves state-of-the-art performance with respect to various evaluation criteria.

Index Terms—Supervoxels, video over-segmentation, video manifold, low-level video features, centroidal Voronoi tessellation

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

SUPERVOXELS are perceptually meaningful atomic regions
obtained by grouping similar voxels (i.e., exhibiting

coherence in both appearance and motion) in the spatiotem-
poral domain. As a special over-segmentation of videos,
supervoxels well preserve the structural content while still
providing sufficient levels of detail. Therefore, supervoxels
can greatly reduce the computational complexity and have
been widely used as a preprocessing step in many computer
vision applications, such as video segmentation [13], [19],
[45], propagation of foreground object segmentation [14],
spatiotemporal object detection [27], spatiotemporal closure
in videos [17], action segmentation and recognition [15], [25],
andmany others.

Manymethods have been proposed for computing super-
voxels, including energy minimization by graph cut [38],
non-parametric feature-space analysis [28], graph-based
merging [9], [13], [42], contour-evolving optimization [17],
[21], [31], optimization of normalized cuts [7], [33], genera-
tive probabilistic framework [5] and hybrid clustering [30],

[43], etc. These methods can be classified according to differ-
ent representation formats: (1) temporal superpixels [4], [5],
[17], [21], [30], [31], [39]: supervoxels are represented in each
frame and their labels are temporally consistent in adjacent
frames, and (2) supervoxels [7], [9], [13], [28], [33], [38], [42],
[43]: they are 3D primitive volumes whose union forms the
video volume. Note that these two representations can be
transferred to each other. For example, temporal superpixels
can be stacked up frame-by-frame to reconstruct supervox-
els. However, individual supevoxels obtained in this way
may have disconnected components or have a complex
topology type (i.e., having a non-zero genus). On the other
hand, a supervoxel can be sliced by related frames to decom-
pose it into temporal superpixels, however, a superpixel
sliced in a frame may also consist of disjoint components or
have a complex topology type.

Depending on the size of video data, supervoxel meth-
ods can also be classified into off-line and streamingmethods.
Off-line methods require the video to be short enough such
that all video data can be loaded into the memory. On the
other hand, streaming methods do not have such a limita-
tion on the video length, i.e., video data is accessed sequen-
tially in blocks and each time only a block is needed to feed
into the memory. In a recent survey [41], seven representa-
tive supervoxel methods are selected, including five off-
line [7], [9], [10], [13], [28] and two streaming [5], [42] meth-
ods, to represent the state of the art.

Tomeasure the quality of supervoxels, the following prin-
ciples have been considered in previous work [13], [22], [24],
[38], [41], [44]: (1) Feature preservation: supervoxel boundaries
align well with object/region/motion boundaries in a video;
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(2) Spatiotemporal uniformity: in non-feature regions, super-
voxels are uniform and regular in the spatiotemporal
domain; (3) Performance: computing supervoxels is time-and-
space efficient and scales well with large video data; (4) Easy
to use: users simply specify the desired number of supervox-
els and should not be bothered to tune other parameters; (5)
Parsimony: the above principles are achieved with as few
supervoxels as possible.

So far, none of existing methods satisfy all above prin-
ciples. In our previous work [43], we propose a content-
sensitive approach to address the parsimony principle. This
approach is motivated by an important observation: the
scene layouts and motions of different objects in a video
usually exhibit large diversity, and thus the density of video
content often varies significantly in different parts of the
video. Generating spatiotemporally uniform supervoxels
indiscriminately in the whole video often leads to under-
segmentation in content-dense regions (i.e., with high varia-
tion of appearance and/or motion), and over-segmentation
in content-sparse regions (i.e., with homogeneous appear-
ance and motion). Therefore, computing supervoxels adap-
tively with respect to the density of video content can
achieve a good balance among different principles.

To compute content-sensitive supervoxels (CSSs), Yi et al.
[43] map a video � to 3-manifold M embedded in a feature
space R6. The map F is designed in such a way that the vol-
umetric elements in M give a good measure of content den-
sity in �, and thus, a uniform tessellation T on M
efficiently induces CSSs (i.e., F�1ðT Þ) in �. In this paper, we
improve upon our previous work [43] and propose feature-
aware CSS (FCSS). Our key idea is that among all possible
uniform tessellations on M, we find one whose cell bound-
aries well align with local object/region/motion boundaries
in video. To achieve this goal, we improve the restricted
centroidal Voronoi tessellation (RCVT) method [23], [43]
and make the following contributions.

� To measure the degree of alignment between RCVT’s
cell boundaries and local video features, we propose
an average boundary distance measure dbdry and use it
to control the positions of generating points in RCVT.

� We formulate FCSSs by simultaneously minimizing
the RCVT energy (leading to uniform cells in RCVT)
and maximizing dbdry (leading to good local feature
alignment).

� To quickly compute FCSSs, we propose a splitting-
merging scheme that can be efficiently incorporated
into the well knownK-means++ algorithm [2], [40].

Our method has a theoretical constant-factor bi-criteria
approximation guarantee, and in practice our method can
obtain good supervoxels in very few iterations. By applying
the streaming version of K-means++ (a.k.a. K-means# [1]),
our method can be easily extended to process long videos
that cannot be loaded into main memory at once. We thor-
oughly evaluate FCSS, streaming FCSS and ten representa-
tive supervoxel methods on four video datasets. A visual
comparison is shown in Fig. 1. The results show that our
method achieves a good balance among over-segmentation
accuracies (UE3D, SA3D, BRD and EV in Section 6), com-
pactness, and time and space efficiency. As a case study, we
also evaluate these methods on two novel applications (fore-
ground propagation in video [14] and optimal video closure
[17]) and the results show that FCSS achieves the best propa-
gation and spatiotemporal closure performance.

2 PRELIMINARIES

Our method improves the CSS work [43] that uses RCVT to
compute a uniform tessellation of a 3-manifold M � R6.
Theoretically our method is a bi-criteria approximation to the
K-means problem [1], [2], [40]. We briefly introduce them
before presenting our method.

2.1 Video ManifoldM and CSS

Simply treating the time dimension in a video equivalently
as spatial dimensions results in a regular 3D lattice repre-
sentation of voxels in R3, which is not proper due to possi-
bly non-negligible motions and occlusions/disocclusions.
To overcome this drawback, some methods (e.g., [5], [13])
use optical flow to re-establish a connection graph of neigh-
boring voxels between adjacent frames. However, even
state-of-the-art optical flow estimation methods [36] are still

Fig. 1. Superpixels (induced by clipping supervoxels on frames #21, #41 and #61) obtained by GB [9], GBH [13], SWA [7], [32], [33], MeanShift [28],
TSP [5], TS-PPM [16], CSS [43] and our FCSS. All methods generate approximately 1,500 supervoxels. TSP, TS-PPM, CSS and FCSS produce reg-
ular supervoxels (and accordingly regular clipped superpixels), while other methods produce highly irregular supervoxels. As shown in Section 6,
these four methods are insensitive to supervoxel relabeling and achieve a good balance among commonly used quality metrics pertaining to super-
voxels, including UE3D, SA3D, BRD and EV, while FCSS runs 5� to 10� faster than TSP, and the peak memory required by FCSS is 22� smaller
than TSP and 7� to 15� smaller than TS-PPM. Both FCSS and CSS generate more supervoxels in content-rich areas (e.g., bushes on the lake
shore) and fewer supervoxels in content-sparse areas (e.g., lake surface), while FCSS better captures low-level video features (e.g., local object/
region/motion boundaries) than CSS, leading to better performance in two video applications (Section 7). See Appendix, which can be found on
the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPAMI.2020.2979714, for more visual comparison and
accompanying demo video for more dynamic details.
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imperfect and may introduce extra errors into supervoxel
computation. Recently, Reso et al. [31] propose a novel for-
mulation specifically designed for handling occlusions. On
the contrary, without any special treatment for occlusions,
the video manifold M proposed in [43] provides an elegant
continuous search space that circumvents the aforemen-
tioned drawback.

In [43], M is constructed as a 3-manifold embedded in a
combined color and spatiotemporal space R6, which
stretches a video � by a map F : � ! M � R6 (Fig. 2)

FðvÞ ¼ �1x; �1y; �2t; �3lðvÞ; �3aðvÞ; �3bðvÞð Þ; (1)

where a voxel v 2 � is represented by ðx; y; tÞ, ðx; yÞ is the
pixel location and t the frame index. ðlðvÞ; aðvÞ; bðvÞÞ is the
color at the voxel v in the CIELAB color space. �1 ¼ �2 ¼
0:435 and �3 ¼ 1 are global stretching factors.

The volume of a region FðVÞ � M depends on both the
volume of V � � and the color variation in V. The higher
variation of colors in V (indicating higher variation of
appearance and/or motion), the larger the volume of FðVÞ.
Therefore, the volume form on M gives a good measure of
content density in � and the inverse mapping F�1 of any
uniform tessellation onM generates CSSs in �.

To measure the volume in M, 8v 2 �, the volume
V ðFð&� vÞÞ of Fð&� vÞ � M is quickly evaluated only
once [43], where &� v is the unit cube centered at the voxel v
(Fig. 2 middle). Then the volume of FðVÞ � M is simply the
sum Svj2VV ðFð&� vjÞÞ.

2.2 Restricted Voronoi Tessellation and RCVT

RCVT has been used to build uniform tessellations on mani-
folds [23], [43]. Denote by SK ¼ fsigKi¼1 a set of generating
points and M a 3-manifold in R6. The euclidean Voronoi
cell of a generator si in R6, denoted by CR6 , is

CR6ðsiÞ , fx 2 R6 : kx� sik2 � kx� sjk2;
8j 6¼ i; sj 2 SKg:

(2)

The restricted Voronoi cell CM is defined to be the intersec-
tion of CR6 andM

CMðsiÞ , M\ CR6ðsiÞ; (3)

and its mass centroid is

mi ,

R
x2CMðsiÞ xdxR
x2CMðsiÞ dx

: (4)

The restricted Voronoi tessellation RVT ðSK;MÞ is the col-
lection of restricted Voronoi cells

RVT ðSK;MÞ , fCMðsiÞ 6¼ ;; 8si 2 SKg; (5)

which is a finite closed covering of M. An RVT ðSK;MÞ is
an RCVT if and only if each generator si 2 SK is the mass
centroid of CMðsiÞ.

Theorem 1 [23]., [43] Let M be a 3-manifold embedded in R6

and K 2 Zþ be a positive integer. For an arbitrary set SK of

points fsigKi¼1 in R6 and an arbitrary tessellation fCigKi¼1 on

M,
S K

i¼1Ci ¼ M, Ci

T
Cj ¼ ;, 8i 6¼ j, define the tessellation

energy functional as follows:

Eðfðsi; CiÞgKi¼1Þ ¼
XK
i¼1

Z
x2Ci

kx� sik22dx: (6)

Then the necessary condition for E to be minimized is that
fðsi; CiÞgKi¼1 is an RCVT ofM.

Theorem 1 indicates that RCVT is a uniform tessellation
onM, which minimizes the energy E.

2.3 Bi-Criteria Approximation Algorithms

The discretized counterpart of RCVT is the solution to the
K-means problem on the manifold domainM. Given a fixed
K, denote by Sopt

K ¼ fsopti gKi¼1 and fCopt
i gKi¼1 the (unknown)

optimal generator set and tessellation on M, respectively,
which minimize the energy E. Let SK and fCigKi¼1 be the gen-
erator set and tessellation output from an algorithm A. An
algorithm A is said to be b-approximation if for all instances
of the problem, it produces a solution fsi; CigKi¼1 satisfying
Eðfðsi;CiÞgKi¼1Þ

Eðfðsopt
i

;C
opt
i

ÞgKi¼1Þ
� b. An algorithm is called ða; bÞ-approximation,

if it outputs fðsi;CiÞgaKi¼1 with aK generators and tessellation

cells, such that
Eðfðsi;CiÞgaKi¼1Þ

Eðfðsopt
i

;C
opt
i

ÞgKi¼1Þ
� b, where a > 1 and b > 1.

3 OVERVIEW OF FCSS

The classic Lloyd method is used in [23], [43] to compute
RCVT on manifold M, which iteratively moves each gener-
ator si to the corresponding mass centroid of CMðsiÞ and
updates the RVT. Note that the Lloyd method converges to
a local minimum. Among all possible local minimums (each
corresponding to a uniform tessellation on M), we propose
FCSS which aims at finding one whose cell boundaries well
align with local video boundaries. To achieve this goal, our
FCSS method is built upon an important observation: when
the set of generating points are far away from local object/
region/motion boundaries in M, the cell boundaries of
their RCVT will well align with these local video bound-
aries. See Fig. 3 for an illustration.

In a video �, local boundaries most likely appear in
regions with high variation of appearance. Therefore, we
can characterize these local regions in M by the volume
V ðFð&� vÞÞ: the larger the volume V ðFð&� vÞÞ, the higher the
probability that the voxel v lies on a local boundary. Since
V ðFð&� vÞÞ � 1 and it can be extremely large at sharp bound-
aries, we use the following nonlinear normalization:

pbdryðvÞ ¼
2

p
arctanðV ðFð&� vÞÞÞ; (7)

to characterize the possibility of a voxel v being on the local
boundary. Then our objective can be casted as finding a set

Fig. 2. Left: regular 3D lattices of voxels in R3. Middle and right: the map
F : � ! M � R6 stretches the unit cube &� v (red box) centered at the
voxel vðx; y; tÞ 2 � into a 3-manifold M. Each corner ai of &� v,
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 8, is the center of its eight neighboring voxels.
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of generating points fsigKi¼1, in which each si is around the
mapped positionFðv0Þ of a voxel v0 with lowboundary possi-
bility pbdryðv0Þ. We formulate this objective by proposing an

average boundary distance (ABD) for a tessellation fsi; CigKi¼1

dbdry fðsi; CiÞgKi¼1

� �
¼

XK
i¼1

Z
x2Ci

pbdryðxÞkx� sik22dx; (8)

where pbdryðxÞ ¼ pbdryðF�1ðxÞÞ. The larger the distance dbdry
is, the farther fsigKi¼1 are from the local boundaries. Two

examples are shown in Fig. 3: the average boundary distan-

ces of the middle and right tessellations are 2:1� 107 and

2:2� 107, respectively.
In the next section, we implement FCSS using a variant of

the Lloyd method that finds a uniform tessellation by mini-
mizing the tessellation energy defined in Eq. (6) in such a
way that the optimal generating points are determined by
minimizing the followingABD-weighted tessellation energy

Ea fðsi; CiÞgKi¼1

� �
¼ E fðsi; CiÞgKi¼1

� �
� adbdry fðsi; CiÞgKi¼1

� �
¼

XK

i¼1

Z
x2Ci

ð1� apbdryðxÞÞkx� sik22dx;

(9)

where a > 0 is a weight to balance the two terms E and
dbdry. In all our experiments, we set a ¼ 0:8.

4 IMPLEMENTATION OF FCSS

To obtain a feature-aware uniform tessellation fðsi; CiÞgKi¼1

inM, our FCSS method consists of the following two steps:

� Initialization (Section 4.1). We apply a variant of the
K-means++ algorithm [1], [2], [40] to determine the
initial positions of generating points SK ¼ fsigKi¼1,
which ensures an ðOð1Þ; Oð1ÞÞ-approximation.

� Feature-aware Lloyd refinement (Section 4.2). Obser-
ving that the classic Lloyd method converges only
to a local minimum and without feature-aware con-
trol on the positions of generating points, we opti-
mize the tessellation and the positions of generating
points separately by minimizing two energy forms
(i.e., Eqs. (6) and (9)), leading to a local minimum of
the content-sensitive uniform tessellation on the
manifold M that also optimizes the average bound-
ary distance dbdry to improve feature alignment of
cell boundaries. We further propose an efficient
splitting-merging scheme that helps move the solu-
tion out of local minimums, while preserving the
approximation ratio.

The FCSS method is easy to implement and can obtain
high-quality supervoxels in very few iterations. Theoreti-
cally FCSS is ðOð1Þ; Oð1ÞÞ-approximation (Section 4.3). We
also present a simple extension of FCSS to streaming FCSS
for processing long videos (Section 5).

Algorithm 1. Initialization

Input: A video � of N voxels and the desired number of super-
voxelsK.

Output: The initial positions ofK generating pointsSK ¼ fsigKi¼1.
1: Compute V ðFð&� vÞÞ for each voxel v 2 �.
2: Choose a point v1 from all voxels v 2 �with probability pro-

portional to V ðFð&� vÞÞ.
3: Set s1 ¼ Fðv1Þ, S1 ¼ fs1g and j ¼ 1.
4: while j < K do
5: Choose a point vjþ1 from all voxels v 2 � with probability

proportional to the cost cSjðvÞ (Eq. (11)).
6: Set sjþ1 ¼ Fðvjþ1Þ, Sjþ1 ¼ Sj [ fsjþ1g and j ¼ jþ 1.
7: end while

4.1 Initialization

Weapply a variant ofK-means++ algorithm to obtain a prov-
able high-quality initialization of generating points SK ¼
fsigKi¼1. The pseudo-code is summarized in Algorithm 1. In
each step, a point inM is picked up with probability propor-
tional to its current cost (defined as its squared distance to the
nearest generator picked so far), and added as a new genera-
tor. To compute the required probability in the manifold
domain M, we consider the positions of mapped voxels
FðvÞ 2 M, 8v 2 �. With respect to an existing generator
FðviÞ, the cost of amapped voxelFðvjÞ 2 M, j 6¼ i, is

cviðvjÞ ¼
Z
x2Fð&� vj Þ

kx�FðviÞk22dx

	 V ðFð&� vjÞÞ � kFðvjÞ �FðviÞk22:
(10)

Then the cost of picking FðvjÞ with respect to an existing
generator set S is

cSðvjÞ ¼ min
vi2S

cviðvjÞ: (11)

Algorithm 1 runs in OðNKÞ time. A simple adaption of the
proofs in [2], [40] shows the following results.

Fig. 3. Comparison of FCSS and CSS generation on a synthetic, degen-
erate gray video �, for easy illustration. In �, each image frame at time t
is a degenerate 1D gray line image It. Supervoxels are generated by
a tessellation in �. Left: � is mapped to a video manifold M ¼
FðI; tÞ � R3, whose area elements give a good measure of content den-
sity in �. Middle and right: two local minimums of the tessellation energy
specified in Eq.(6). The generating points are shown in dots on M and
their inverse images by F�1 are shown in red crosses + in �. In this toy
example, the local boundaries in � can be characterized by the zero
crossing of the second derivative of �ðI; tÞ (shown in red circles in left).
Note that the tessellations in middle and right are generated without this
information. The generating points in FCSS are farther away from local
boundaries [indicating by a larger average boundary distance proposed
in Eq.(8)], and the cell boundaries of the corresponding tessellation
better capture these local boundaries than that of CSS.
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Lemma 1 [2], [40]. If RVT ðSK;MÞ is used as the tessellation
for the selected K generators, Algorithm 1 is an expected
QðlogKÞ-approximation algorithm. If bK (b > 1) generators
are selected, Algorithm 1 is an expected b-approximation algo-
rithm, where

b < 8 1þ 1þ
ffiffiffi
5

p

2ðb� 1Þ

� �
: (12)

4.2 Feature-Aware Lloyd Refinement

Given the initial generators SK ¼ fsigKi¼1, si 2 M, the classic
Lloyd method computes RCVT ðSK;MÞ iteratively by alter-
nating the following two steps:

� Step 1: Fixing the generator set SK , compute
RVT ðSK;MÞ (ref. Eq. (5));

� Step 2: For each cell CM in RVT ðSK;MÞ, update its
generator to be the mass centroid of CM (ref. Eq. (4)).

Algorithm 2. FCSS Generation

Input: A video � of N voxels, the desired number of supervox-
els K, numrandom the number of repeated random sampling
of generators in each iteration, and the maximum number
of iterations itermax.

Output:K content-sensitive supervoxels.
1: Initialize the generators SK ¼ fsigKi¼1 (Algorithm 1).
2: Compute RVT ðSK;MÞ.
3: Set iter ¼ 0.
4: while iter < itermax do
5: for each cell CMðsiÞ in RVT do
6: Compute the candidate position esi that minimizes the

weighted tessellation energy (Eq. (14)).
7: Compute the mass centroidmi of CMðsiÞ.
8: if kesi �mik � ksi �mik then
9: Update si by esi.
10: else
11: Update si by bsi, which is the intersection point between

the sphere centered at mi of radius ksi �mik and the
line segment connectingmi and esi.

12: end if
13: end for
14: Compute RVT ðSK;MÞ.
15: Set n ¼ 0.
16: while n < numrandom do
17: Randomly pick three generators sm; si; sj in Sk

(Algorithm 4).
18: Check the splitting-merging feasibility of ðsm; si; sjÞ

(Algorithm 3) and put the return values in
ðFlag; s0p; s0q; s0kÞ.

19: if Flag ¼¼ TRUE then
20: Update SK by splitting sm into ðs0p; s0qÞ and merging

ðsi; sjÞ into s0k.
21: end if
22: n ¼ nþ 1;
23: end while
24: Locally update RVT ðSK;MÞ.
25: iter ¼ iterþ 1;
26: end while
27: Compute F�1ðRVT ðSK;MÞÞ to obtainK supervoxels.

This method converges only to a local minimum with a
large number of iterations [8] and without feature-aware con-
trol on the cell boundaries of RVT ðSK;MÞ. We introduce the

average boundary distance (Eq. (8)) into the tessellation energy
(Eq. (9)) and propose the following feature-aware Lloyd refine-
ment andAlgorithm 2 summarizes the pseudo-code:

� Step 1 (lines 2&14&24): Fixing the generator set SK ,
compute RVT ðSK;MÞ;

� Step 2 (lines 5-13): For each cell CM in RVT ðSK;MÞ,
update its generator to a place Fðv0Þ to reduce the
weighted tessellation energy (Eq. (9)) which jointly
improves content-sensitive uniform tessellation and
cell boundary feature alignment, while ensuring the
tessellation energy (Eq. (6)) is not increased.

� Step 3 (lines 15-23): Perform the splitting andmerging
operations to move the solution out of local mini-
mums, while ensuring the tessellation energy
(Eq. (6)) is not increased.

� Step 4 (line 4): If RVT ðSK;MÞ satisfies the stopping
condition, then stop; otherwise, return to Step 1.

The implementation of Steps 2 and 3 is presented in
Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 respectively. The convergence of
Algorithm 2 is proved in Section 4.3.

4.2.1 Feature-Aware Update of Generators

Our objective is to move each generator to a place Fðv0Þ
whose inverse mapping v0 2 � has low boundary possibility
pbdryðv0Þ, and meanwhile the RCVT tessellation energy
(Eq. (6)) is decreased. To do so, we minimize the weighted
tessellation energy (Eq. (9)) for each generator si, i.e., setting

@Ea fðsj; CjÞgKj¼1

� �
@si

¼ 0; (13)

which implies that the optimal position esi for si is
esi ¼

R
x2Ci

ð1� apbdryðxÞÞxdxR
x2Ci

ð1� apbdryðxÞÞdx
: (14)

However, moving si to esi may increase the tessellation
energy (Eq. (6)). We make use of the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Given an RVT ðSK;MÞ, we fix the tessellation
fCMðsjÞgKj¼1 and move a generator si 2 SK to a new position
s0i. Let Cj ¼ CMðsjÞ. The tessellation energy (ref. Eq. (6))

Eðfðsj; CjÞgKj¼1Þ ¼
XK
j¼1

Eðsj; CjÞ ¼
XK
j¼1

Z
x2Cj

kx� sjk22dx; (15)

satisfies

Eðs0i; CiÞ � Eðsi; CiÞ; (16)

if and only if

ks0i �mik � ksi �mik; (17)

wheremi is the mass centroid of the cell Ci (ref. Eq. (4)).

Proof. Given inequality (17), we have

Eðsi; CiÞ ¼ Eðmi;CiÞ þ
Z
x2Ci

ksi �mik22dx

� Eðmi;CiÞ þ
Z
x2Ci

ks0i �mik22dx ¼ Eðs0i; CiÞ:
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On the other hand, if Eðsi; CiÞ � Eðs0i; CiÞ, then we haveR
x2Ci

kmi � sik22dx �
R
x2Ci

kmi � s0ik
2
2dx, indicating kmi �

sik � kmi � s0ik. That completes the proof. tu

In Algorithm 2 (lines 8-9), we check the condition in
Eq. (17) using the optimal position esi. If it is satisfied, we
update si by esi. Otherwise, we set si by moving along the
direction from mi to esi (the average boundary distance dbdry
is expected to be increased along this direction) and locating
it at the boundary of the sphere centered at mi of radius
ksi �mik (moving si to this place does not increase the tes-
sellation energy). In both cases, we try to reduce the
weighted tessellation energy, while ensuring the tessellation
energy is not increased.

Algorithm 3. Check Splitting-Merging Feasibility

Input: Three generators ðsm; si; sjÞ in SK and an RVT ðSK;MÞ.
Output: A Boolean variable Flag indicating the feasibility and

three new generators ðs0p; s0q; s0kÞ.
1: Compute the mass centroids s0m, s

0
i and s0j of CMðsmÞ, CMðsiÞ

and CMðsjÞ, respectively.
2: Compute the diameter dm of the cell CMðsmÞ and the points

pm1 and pm2 (see Definition 1).
3: Compute two new cells C0ðpm1Þ and C0ðpm2Þ, which are the

Voronoi cells of pm1 and pm2 in the domain CMðsmÞ.
4: Compute the mass centroids s0k, s

0
p and s0q of CMðsiÞ [ CMðsjÞ,

C 0ðpm1Þ and C0ðpm2Þ, respectively.
5: Compute tm;i;j in Eq. (20).
6: if ks0p � s0mk2 > tm;i;j and ks0q � s0mk2 > tm;i;j then
7: returnTRUE and ðs0p; s0q; s0kÞ.
8: else
9: returnFALSE and ðNULL;NULL;NULLÞ.
10: end if

4.2.2 Splitting and Merging Operations

In Algorithm 2 (lines 16-23), we perform splitting and merg-
ing operations for jumping out of a small local search area
in M while the tessellation energy still does not increase.
We find that these splitting and merging operations help
Algorithm 2 obtain high-quality supervoxels in very few
iterations.

A splitting operation ^ : sm ! ðs0p; s0qÞ splits an RVT cell
CMðsmÞ into two new cells Cðs0pÞ and Cðs0qÞ. Conversely, a
merging operation _ : ðsi; sjÞ ! s0k merges two RVT cells
CMðsiÞ and CMðsjÞ into a new cell Cðs0kÞ. Splitting reduces
the tessellation energy andmerging increases it. The number
of generators does not change by applying a pair of splitting
and merging operations ð^;_Þ : ðsm; ðsi; sjÞÞ ! ððs0p; s0qÞ; s0kÞ.
Our goal is to design a pair ð^;_Þ that does not increase the
tessellation energy. We make use of the following definition
and proposition.

Definition 1. The diameter di of a cell CMðsiÞ, si 2 SK , is the
maximum euclidean distance between pairs of points in the cell, i.e.,

di ¼ max
8x;y2CMðsiÞ

kx� yk2: (18)

Denote by pi1 and pi2 the two points in CMðsiÞ satisfying
kpi1 � pi2k ¼ di.

Proposition 2. Let sm; si; sj be three generators in an
RVT ðSK;MÞ. Let ðmm;mi;mjÞ and ðs0m; s0i; s0jÞ be the masses

and mass centroids of the cells CMðsmÞ, CMðsiÞ, CMðsjÞ,
respectively. Consider a splitting of CMðsmÞ into two arbitrary
new cells C0

1 and C0
2, which satisfies pm1 2 C0

1, pm2 2 C0
2,

C0
1 \ C0

2 ¼ ; and C0
1 [ C0

2 ¼ CMðsmÞ. Let s0p; s0q and s0k be the
mass centroids of C0

1, C
0
2 and CMðsiÞ [ CMðsjÞ, respectively. If

ks0p � s0mk2 > tm;i;j and ks0q � s0mk2 > tm;i;j; (19)

where

tm;i;j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

mimj

mmðmi þmjÞ

r
ks0i � s0jk2; (20)

then the pair of operations ð^;_Þ : ðsm; ðsi; sjÞÞ ! ððs0p; s0qÞ; s0kÞ
do not increase the tessellation energy E in Eq. (6).

Proof. See Appendix, available in the online supplemental
material. tu

To ensure the pair of operations ð^;_Þ do not increase
the tessellation energy E, in Algorithm 2 (lines 16-21), we
check the splitting-merging feasibility condition (Eq. (19))
and Algorithm 3 summarizes the pseudo-code. Note that
computing the diameter of an arbitrary region (line 2 of
Algorithm 3) is time-consuming. In practice, we compute
the axis-aligned bounding box B of CMðsmÞ. B is deter-
mined by two supporting points p1 and p2 in CMðsmÞ and
we use them as fast approximations to pm1 and pm2.

Lemma 2. Let s0m, s
0
p and s0q be the mass centroids as specified in

Proposition 2. Then s0m lies on the line segment connecting s0p
and s0q.

Proof. Refer to Fig. 4. Let mm, m1 and m2 be the masses of
CMðsmÞ, C0

1 and C0
2. Since C0

1 \ C0
2 ¼ ; and C0

1 [ C0
2 ¼

CMðsmÞ, we have

s0m ¼
R
x2CM ðsmÞ x dx

mm
¼

R
x2C0

1
x dxþ

R
x2C0

2
x dx

m1 þm2

¼
m1s

0
p þm2s

0
q

m1 þm2
¼ m1

m1 þm2
s0p þ

m2

m1 þm2
s0q:

(21)

That completes the proof. tu

Note that for a region V � � with a fixed volume, the
higher variation of colors in V, the larger the volume of

Fig. 4. The diameter dm ¼ kpm1 � pm2k2 of an RVT cell CMðsmÞ (shaded
area) is the maximum euclidean distance between pairs of points in this
cell. The splitting operation ^ : sm ! ðs0p; s0qÞ splits an RVT cell CMðsmÞ
(shaded area) into two arbitrary new cells C0

1 (orange shaded area) and
C0

2 (green shaded area), satisfying pm1 2 C0
1 and pm2 2 C0

2, C
0
1 \ C0

2 ¼ ;
and C0

1 [ C0
2 ¼ CMðsmÞ. The mass centroids of cells CMðsmÞ, C0

1 and C0
2

are s0m, s
0
p, s

0
q, respectively. Lemma 2 proves that s0m lies on the line

segment connecting s0p and s0q.
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FðVÞ � M and vice versa. Lemma 2 and Proposition 2
imply the following important geometric observation:

� to pass the feasibility checking in inequalities (19), we
need to pick up three generators ðsm; si; sjÞ that have
large ks0p � s0mk2 and ks0q � s0mk2, and small tm;i;j;

� a large volume of a cell CMðsmÞ will result in large
mm, ks0p � s0mk2 and ks0q � s0mk2, and small tm;i;j,
implying that the larger the volume of a cell CMðsmÞ,
the more likely it is split, thus producing more gener-
ators in content-rich regions.

� small volumes of cells CMðsiÞ and CMðsjÞ will result
in small mi, mj and tm;i;j in Eq. (20), implying that
the smaller the volumes of cells CMðsiÞ and CMðsjÞ,
the more likely they are merged, thus reducing the
number of generators in content-sparse regions.

Algorithm 4. Randomly Pick Three Generators

Input: An RVT ðSK;MÞ and an expected cell volume EðV ðCMÞÞ
(Eq. (22)).

Output: Three generators ðsm; si; sjÞ in SK .
1: Set Sdense ¼ ; and Ssparse ¼ ;.
2: for each cell CMðsiÞ in RVT ðSK;MÞ do
3: Compute the volume V ðCMðsiÞÞ.
4: if V ðCMðsiÞÞ > 4EðV ðCMÞÞ then
5: Sdense ¼ Sdense [ fsig.
6: else if V ðCMðsiÞÞ < EðV ðCMÞÞ=4 then
7: Ssparse ¼ Ssparse [ fsig.
8: end if
9: end for
10: if jSdensej > 2 then
11: Randomly pick a generator sm in Sdense.
12: else
13: Randomly pick a generator sm in SK .
14: end if
15: Randomly pick a generator si in Ssparse.
16: Collect all neighboring pairs of si using 26-connectivity from

Ssparse and put them into the setN .
17: if jN j > 2 then
18: Pick a pair ðsj; siÞ in N such that CMðsjÞ has the closest

mean color to CMðsiÞ.
19: else
20: Randomly pick two generators si and sj in SK .
21: end if
22: return ðsm; si; sjÞ.

Therefore, to increase the feasibility of the splitting-
merging operation at line 18 of Algorithm 2, we estimate
content-dense and content-sparse regions in RVT ðSK;MÞ
and collect their corresponding generators into subsets
Sdense and Ssparse in Algorithm 4. If Sdense and Ssparse contain
sufficient generators, we randomly pick two neighboring
generators in Ssparse to be merged and pick one generator in
Sdense to be split; otherwise, we randomly pick three genera-
tors in SK . To estimate the content density of cells, we com-
pute the expected cell volume as the average of K cells over
the total volume of video manifoldM

EðV ðCMÞÞ ¼
P

v2� V ðFð&� vÞÞ
K

: (22)

For each cell CM in RVT ðSK;MÞ, we compare its volume
V ðCMÞwith EðV ðCMÞÞ: (1) if V ðCMÞ > 4EðV ðCMÞÞ, we put

the generator of this cell into Sdense, and (2) if V ðCMÞ <
EðV ðCMÞÞ=4, we put the generator of this cell into Ssparse.
Algorithm 4 summarizes the pseudo-code.

4.3 Proof of ðOð1Þ; Oð1ÞÞ-Approximation

In all our experiments, we set itermax ¼ 20 and numrandom ¼ 20
in Algorithm 2. We show in Section 6 that our algorithm can
obtain high-quality supervoxels in 20 iterations. We have the
following theoretical results.

Theorem 2. By selecting ð1þ "ÞK generators, 0 < " < 1,

Algorithm 2 is a bi-criteria 1þ "; 8 1þ 1þ
ffiffi
5

p

2"

� �� �
-approxima-

tion algorithm in expectation.

Proof. Let Sopt
K ¼ fsopti gKi¼1 and fCopt

i gKi¼1 be the (unknown)
optimal generator set and tessellation on M, which mini-
mize the energy E in Eq. (6). Let EOPT ¼ Eðfðsopti ; Copt

i ÞgKi¼1Þ.
By Lemma 1, for anyK0 ¼ ð1þ "ÞK generators selected by
Algorithm 1, the expected tessellation energy E satisfies

EðEðfðsi; CiÞgK
0

i¼1ÞÞ
EOPT

� 8 1þ 1þ
ffiffiffi
5

p

2"

� �
: (23)

In feature-aware Lloyd refinement, we alternate the
two steps—i.e., the feature-aware update of generators
and splitting-and-merging operations—until the termi-
nation condition is reached. Both steps are designed for
not increasing the energy E. Therefore for any tessellation
RCVT ðSK0 ;MÞ output from Algorithm 2, its expected
tessellation energy E satisfies

EðEðRCVT ðSK0 ;MÞÞÞ � 8 1þ 1þ
ffiffiffi
5

p

2"

� �
EOPT :

That completes the proof. tu

Theorem 3. By selecting ð1þ "ÞK generators, 0 < " < 1, the
time and space complexities of Algorithm 2 are OðNKÞ and
OðN þKÞ, respectively.

Proof. In Algorithm 2 (line 1), the initialization step (by
Algorithm 1) takes OðNKÞ time and OðN þKÞ space. In
the iteration (lines 4-26),

� by using a local search strategy in [23], computing
or locally updatingRVT takesOðNÞ time and space;

� feature-aware update of generators takes OðNÞ
time;

� randomly picking three generators by Algorithm
4 takes OðNÞ time and space;

� both checking the splitting-merging feasibility
and applying the splitting-merging operations
take Oð1Þ time and space.

As a summary, the time and space complexities of
Algorithm 2 are OðNK þ itermaxðN þ numrandNÞÞ and
OðN þKÞ, respectively. Since we used fixed values
itermax ¼ 20 and numrandom ¼ 20, the time complexity
reduces to OðNKÞ. That completes the proof. tu

5 STREAMING FCSS FOR LONG VIDEOS

Using a simple adaption of the streaming K-means algo-
rithm [1], Algorithm 2 is readily extended to a streaming
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version for processing long videos that cannot be loaded
into main memory at once. The streaming FCSS algorithm
represents the video manifold M by an ordered, discretized
sequence of weighted points fM ¼ fðxi; yi; ti; wiÞgNi¼1, where
ðxi; yi; tiÞ is the position of voxel vi in � and wi is the volume
V ðFð&� vÞÞ. Pseudo-code is summarized in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5. Streaming FCSS

Input: A video � of N voxels and the desired number of super-
voxelsK.

Output:K content-sensitive supervoxels.
1: Compute the discretized manifold representation fM ¼

fðxi; yi; ti; wiÞgNi¼1.

2: Initialize S ¼ fM.
3: while S cannot be loaded into main memory do
4: Set eS ¼ ;.
5: Divide S into l disjoint batches x1; . . . ;xl, such that each

batch can be loaded into main memory.
6: for each batch xi do
7: ApplyAlgorithm2 to compute ð1þ "ÞK generatorsSKðxiÞ.
8: Compute RVT ðSKðxiÞ;xiÞ.
9: for each generator gj in SKðxiÞ do
10: Compute the total weight of all points in the cell cor-

responding to gj in RVT ðSKðxiÞ;xiÞ and assign it to
gj as the weight wj;

11: end for
12: eS ¼ eS [ ðgj; wjÞ, 8gj 2 SKðxiÞ.
13: end for
14: S ¼ eS.
15: end while
16: Apply Algorithm 2 to S for obtainingK supervoxels.

The simple one-pass streaming scheme analyzed in [1] par-

titions the points fM sequentially into batches fx1; . . . ;xlg,
such that each batch xi of points can be loaded into main
memory. For each xi, we preform Algorithm 2 to obtain
ð1þ "ÞK generators and the weight for each generator can be
determined by the corresponding cell in the RVT applied on
xi. Finally, we consolidate all weighted generators produced
from fx1; . . . ;xlg into one single weight point set S. If S is still
too large to fit in memory, the above process repeats. When S
fits in memory, we apply Algorithm 2 again on S to obtainK
supervoxels. Assume that the size of main memory is X (in
terms of the point number). Since each batch produces
ð1þ "ÞK generators, to ensure that the process only needs to
be performed once, the number of batches l should satisfy
both of the following: Nl � X (where each batch fits in mem-
ory) and ð1þ "ÞK � l � X (where S fits in memory), i.e.,
N
X � l � X

ð1þ"ÞK. HereN is the number of weighted points in fM
(i.e., the number of voxels in the video). Ignoring rounding,
such l exists, if N

X � X
ð1þ"ÞK, i.e., N � X2

ð1þ"ÞK. This shows
although our algorithm may repeatedly apply lines 4-14 to
reduce the size of S to handle arbitrarily large videos, in prac-
tice, doing so once already allows processing very large vid-
eos, with up to X2

ð1þ"ÞK voxels, significantly larger thanX voxels
that can be handled by non-streaming FCSS. Note that in any
case, the whole video only needs to be processed once, and
remaining steps involve much smaller set S. In our experi-
ments, we set " ¼ 0:2.

Theorem 4. If ð1þ "ÞK generators, 0 < " < 1, are selected by
Algorithm 2, Algorithm 5 is ðOð1Þ; Oð1ÞÞ-approximation.

Proof. ByTheorem 2, selecting ð1þ "ÞK generators, 0 < " < 1,
makes Algorithm 2 an expected bi-criteria ðOð1Þ;Oð1ÞÞ-
approximation algorithm. Theorem 3.1 in [1] states
that if Algorithm 2 is an ða; bÞ-approximation, the two-
level Algorithm 5 is an ða; 2bþ 4bðbþ 1ÞÞ-approximation.
Accordingly, Algorithm 5 is ðOð1Þ; Oð1ÞÞ-approximation.
That completes the proof. tu

6 EXPERIMENTS

We implemented FCSS (Algorithm 2) and streaming FCSS
(Algorithm 5) in C++ and source code is publicly available.1

We compare our method (FCSS and streaming FCSS) with
our previous work (CSS and streamCSS) [43] and eight
methods: TS-PPM [16] and seven representative methods
selected in [41], including NCut [10], [11], [34], SWA [7],
[32], [33], MeanShift [28], GB [9], GBH [13], streamGBH [42]
and TSP [5]. All the evaluations are tested on a PC with an
Intel Core E5-2683V3 CPU and 256 GB RAM running Linux.
Since FCSS, streaming FCSS, CSS and streamCSS adopt a
random initialization, we report the average results of 20
initializations. The performances are evaluated on four
video datasets, i.e., SegTrack v2 [20], BuffaloXiph [6], BVDS
[12], [37] and CamVid [3], which have ground-truth labels
drawn by human annotators.

We adopt the following quality metrics that are com-
monly used for supervoxel evaluation. Some visual compari-
sons are illustrated in Fig. 1, See Appendix, available in the
online supplemental material..

Adherence to Object Boundaries. As perceptually meaning-
ful atomic regions in videos, supervoxels should well pre-
serve the object boundaries of ground-truth segmentation.
3D under-segmentation error (UE3D), 3D segmentation
accuracy (SA3D) and boundary recall distance (BRD) are
standard metrics in this aspect [5], [18], [41]. UE3D and
SA3D are complementary to each other and both measure
the tightness of supervoxels that overlap with ground-truth
segmentation. Denote a ground-truth segmentation of a
video as ~G ¼ f~g1; ~g2; . . .; ~gKG

g, and a supervoxel segmenta-
tion as ~S ¼ f~s1; ~s2; . . .; ~sKS

g, where KG and KS are the num-
bers of supervoxels for the ground-truth segmentation ~G
and segmentation ~S. The UE3D and SA3D metrics are
defined as

UE3D ¼ 1

KG

X
~gi2 ~G

P
f~sj2 ~S:V ð~sj\~giÞ> 0g V ð~sjÞ � V ð~giÞ

V ð~giÞ
(24)

SA3D ¼ 1

KG

X
~gi2 ~G

P
f~sj2 ~S:V ð~sj\~giÞ�0:5V ð~sjÞg V ð~sj \ ~giÞ

V ð~giÞ
; (25)

where V ðxÞ is the voxel number in a segment x. Both
Eqs. (24) and (25) take the average score from all ground-
truth segments ~G. A small UE3D value means that very few
voxels are leaked from ground-truth segments. The range of
SA3D values is [0,1], where a larger value means a better
over-segmentation result. BRD measures how well the
ground-truth boundaries are successfully retrieved by the
supervoxel boundaries. Denote the tth frame’s ground-truth

1. https://cg.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/people/
Yongjin/Yongjin.htm
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segmentation as ~Gt, and the tth frame’s supervoxel segmen-
tation as ~St. The BRD metric is defined as

BRD ¼ 1P
t Bð ~GtÞ
�� ��X

t

X
p2Bð ~GtÞ

min
q2Bð ~StÞ

dðp; qÞ; (26)

where Bð�Þ returns the 2D boundaries in a frame, dð�; �Þ
measures euclidean distance between two points, and �j j
returns the number of pixels in a 2D boundary. As shown
in Figs. 5a, 5b, and 5c, TS-PPM and FCSS have good per-
formance on UE3D, SA3D and BRD, demonstrating their
ability to adhere to object boundaries. GBH and SWA are
only good at BRD and SA3D, but not good at UE3D. CSS
is only good at UE3D and SA3D, but not good at BRD.
TSP and NCut are only good at UE3D, but not good at
SA3D and BRD. GB and MeanShift are not good for all three
metrics UE3D, SA3D and BRD. All three streaming methods
have similar performance on SA3D, while streamFCSS
and streamCSS are better in UE3D and streamGBH is
better in BRD.

Explained Variation (EV). EV is a standardmetric thatmeas-
ures the color variations in supervoxels [26], [41], defined as

EV ¼
P

~si2 ~Sðmð~siÞ � mÞ ~sij jP
jðxj � mÞ ; (27)

where m is the average color of all voxels in a video, mð~siÞ is
the average color of the supervoxel ~si, and xj is the color of
the voxel j. The score range is in [0,1], where a larger value
means a better representation (i.e., the color in each super-
voxel is closer to homogeneity). As shown in Fig. 5e, SWA
has the largest EV. GBH, FCSS, TS-PPM are better than CSS
and TSP, which are in turn better than other methods. For

the three streaming methods, streamFCSS and streamCSS
have similar performance and are better than streamGBH.

Compactness. It is a measure of shape regularity [44],
defined as

Cð ~SÞ ¼
X
~si2 ~S

Qð~siÞ
j~sij
N

;where Qð~siÞ ¼
6p

1
2V ð~siÞ

Að~siÞ
3
2

; (28)

where ~S is a given supervoxel over-segmentation as used in
Eqs. (24) and (25), Að~siÞ and V ð~siÞ are bounding surface
area and volume of supervoxel ~si, respectively. In many
real-world video applications, their solutions rely on mini-
mizing an energy function defined on a spatiotemporal
supervoxel graph in a video clip. The shape regularity of
supervoxels has a direct influence on the complexity of this
spatiotemporal supervoxel graph, and thus, affects the
application performance. It was observed that compact
supervoxels usually have better segmentation performance
than non-compact ones. The larger the compactness value
is, the more regular the shape of supervoxels is. As shown
in Fig. 5f, CSS and FCSS have the largest compactness val-
ues. StreamFCSS and streamCSS have similar performance
and are better than streamGBH.

Computational Cost.We record runtime and peak memory
of all twelve methods. All methods are implemented in C or
C++ except NCut (Matlab running with 8 threads) and TSP
(Matlab with MEX). As shown in Fig. 5g, GB, TS-PPM, CSS,
FCSS and MeanShift are five fastest methods. As shown in
Fig. 5h, streamFCSS, streamCSS, FCSS and CSS are four
methods that use smallest peak memory.

Three more metrics – mean size variation (MSV), tempo-
ral extent (TEX) and label consistency (LC) – are used in [41].
MSV and TEX measure the size variation and average tem-
poral extent of all supervoxels in a video. Since our work

Fig. 5. Evaluation of ten representative methods and our methods (FCSS and streaming FCSS) on the SegTrack v2 dataset. Superpixels in all meth-
ods are unrelabeled. Due to its high computational cost, NCut is run at a fixed frame resolution of 240� 160 downsampled from original videos and is
not present in (h). Only FCSS achieves good performance on all seven metrics of UE3D, SA3D, BRD, EV, compactness, running time and peak mem-
ory. In particular, FCSS is 5� to 10� faster than TSP. The peak memory of FCSS is 22� smaller than TSP and 7� to 15� smaller than
TS-PPM. Similar performances are observed on the other three video datasets (BuffaloXiph, BVDS and CamVid), which are reported in Appendix,
available in the online supplemental material.
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advocates to adapt the size of supervoxels according to video
content density, these two metrics are no longer suitable. LC
is evaluated using ground-truth optical flow. As aforemen-
tioned, optical flow is only a preprocessing tool to video
applications and may introduce extra error into supervoxel
evaluation. In Section 7, we directly evaluate these super-
voxel methods in two video applications.

Comparison Between Unrelabeled and Relabeled Supervoxels.
In the original implementation of the seven methods in [41],
a supervoxel label may be assigned to multiple discon-
nected regions. We call such supervoxels unrelabeled. Unre-
labeled supervoxels may lead to unexpected performance

on previous metrics; see Fig. 6 for an (extreme) example.
Then we further evaluate different supervoxel methods by
relabeling supervoxels such that each supervoxel is a simply
connected region and each voxel is assigned to exactly one
supervoxel: we call such supervoxels relabeled. Relabeling
supervoxels only affect the number of supervoxels. It does
not affect the visual appearance and functionality of super-
voxels: if one object/region can be represented by the union
of a subset of unrelabeled supervoxels, it can also be repre-
sented by a subset of relabeled supervoxels. After super-
voxel relabeling, the isolated fragments with less than t

voxels are merged with a randomly chosen neighboring
supervoxel. The performance of twelve supervoxel methods
after relabeling with t ¼ 5; 10; 50; 100 are summarized in
Fig. A5 in Appendix, available in the online supplemental
material, and the results with t ¼ 50 are shown in Fig. 7. The
results show that only FCSS, streamFCSS, CSS, streamCSS,
TSP and TS-PPM are insensitive to relabeling. Meanwhile,
only FCSS achieves good performance on all five metrics of
UE3D, SA3D, BRD, EV and compactness.

Comparison With TSP and TS-PPM. FCSS has similar
UE3D, SA3D and EV performance with TSP and TS-PPM.
FCSS has similar BRD performance with TS-PPM and is bet-
ter than TSP. FCSS is much better in compactness than both
TSP and TS-PPM. FCSS and TS-PPM are 5� to 10� faster
than TSP. The peak memory of FCSS is 22� smaller than
TSP and 7� to 15� smaller than TS-PPM. Furthermore, in
Section 7, we present two video applications and show that
FCSS achieves better results than TSP and TS-PPM.

Comparison With CSS. Both FCSS/streamFCSS and CSS/
streamCSS use RCVT on video manifold M. Thanks to the
feature-aware strategy by forcing cell centroids away from
video local boundaries, the FCSS method better fine tunes the
cell boundaries to align with the video local boundaries than
CSS. As shown in Figs. 5d and A1 in Appendix, available in
the online supplemental material, FCSS outperforms CSS

Fig. 6. For easy illustration, we present a superpixel example on a 2D
image. Assume 8-connectivity. For an arbitrary image with arbitrary
ground-truth segmentation, four unrelabeled superpixels are sufficient to
achieve a perfect performance on the BRD metric, i.e., BRD ¼ 0. These
four superpixels are characterized by the parity of the coordinates ðx; yÞ
of image pixels; i.e., the green, yellow, red and blue superpixels consist
of pixels with coordinates (even, even), (even, odd), (odd, even), and
(odd, odd), respectively.

Fig. 7. Evaluation of relabeled supervoxels on the SegTrack v2 dataset.
Only FCSS achieves good performance on all five metrics of UE3D,
SA3D, BRD, EV, and compactness.

Fig. 8. The average F measures of different supervoxel results on You-
tube-Objects Dataset. The results are plotted per object class and each
object class contains several video sequences. Larger F measure values
mean better foreground propagation results. The results show that
FCSS, TS-PPM and CSS are the top three methods overall in the whole
dataset. FCSS has better results than TS-PPM in six classes (car, horse,
motorbike, cow, boat, dog) and has better results than CSS in nine clas-
ses (except for the train class).
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on the metrics of BRD, SA3D and EV, and has similar perfor-
mance with CSS on UE3D. Meanwhile, FCSS is better than
CSS in two novel video applications presented in Section 7.

7 APPLICATIONS

We evaluate the performance of various supervoxels in the
following two video applications. To faithfully compare dif-
ferent supervoxel methods, we use their original settings,
i.e., supervoxels are unrelabeled.

Foreground Propagation in Video. Given the first frame
with manual annotation for the foreground object, a novel
approach is proposed in [14] to propagate the foreground
region through time, with the aid of supervoxels to guide its
estimates towards long-range coherent regions. Youtube-
Objects dataset [29] (126 videos with 10 object classes) with
foreground ground-truth, is used to perform a quantitative
assessment. Seven representative methods (GB, GBH,
streamGBH, MeanShift, TSP, TS-PPM and CSS) and our
FCSS method are compared. NCut is not compared due to
its high computational cost. SWA is not compared since
there are many long videos in this dataset and SWA
requires huge memory. The average F measures of 10 clas-
ses are summarized in Fig. 8. F measure values range in
[0,1] and larger values mean better results. These results
show that FCSS, TS-PPM and CSS are top three methods in
the overall F-measure (i.e., including all object classes).
FCSS has better results than TS-PPM in six classes and has
the same performance in the overall F-measure. FCSS
achieves better results than CSS in nine classes, with an
overall better F-measure. Some qualitative results are illus-
trated in Fig. 9.

Optimal Video Closure by Supervoxel Grouping. Levinshtein
et al. [17] propose a novel foreground object segmentation
method which does not need manual annotation on the
frame. The idea is to detect spatiotemporal closure for sepa-
rating an object from background. A novel framework for
efficiently searching spatiotemporal closure is proposed by
finding subsets of supervoxels such that the contour of
union of these supervoxels has strong boundary support in
the video. The dataset of Stein et al. [35] in which each
sequence has a ground truth segmentation mask, is used to
perform a quantitative assessment. Nine representative
methods (GB, GBH, streamGBH, NCut, MeanShift, SWA,

TSP, TS-PPM and CSS) and our FCSS method are compared.
The average F measures across all sequences are summa-
rized in Fig. 10. Some qualitative results are illustrated in
Fig. 11. These results show that FCSS results achieve the
best spatiotemporal closure performance.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce feature-aware content-sensitive
supervoxels (FCSS) that have three characteristics: (1) they
are regularly-shaped 3D primitive volumes, (2) they are
well aligned with local object/region boundaries in video,
and (3) they are typically smaller and shorter in content-
dense regions (i.e., with high variation of appearance and/
or motion), and larger and longer in content-sparse regions.
We propose a simple yet efficient algorithm to compute
FCSSs by computing a uniform tessellation on the video
manifold M with an elaborate average boundary distance,
such that the cell boundaries of obtained uniform tessella-
tion well align with local video boundaries. Our algorithm
is easily extended to a stream version for handling long vid-
eos. In addition to its easy implementation, our algorithm is
theoretically an ðOð1Þ; Oð1ÞÞ-approximation. Experimental
results show that FCSS is the only method that can achieve
good performance in all the metrics (i.e., UE3D, SA3D, BRD
EV, compactness, running time and peak memory) and is
insensitive to supervoxel relabeling. Two video applications

Fig. 9. Foreground propagation results of seven supervoxel methods on one example in Youtube-objects dataset [29]. Three representative frames
are selected. The foreground masks are shown in green. The incorrectly labeled areas are circled in red. The average F measure for each example
video is shown in the bracket below three frames. The value of the F measure ranges in [0,1], and larger values mean better results.

Fig. 10. Average F measures in the spatiotemporal closure application.
The results are averaged on Stein et al. [35] dataset. Our FCSS method
achieves the best average F measure among all ten methods.
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are presented, demonstrating that the proposed FCSS
method can simultaneously achieve the best performance
with respect to variousmetrics.
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